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Tokenomics
Supply: 50 DANA

Pancakeswap: 80%
Locked for Future: 20 %
NO Team or DEV Tokens

TAX
Buy: 7%
Sell: 9%



dnx.exchange
You want to trade fast and ANON some ETH into BNB? 

You want to send some ETH on ARB to ETH on Mainnet?

You DO NOT want to connect your wallet? 

Now we have a solution for you!

Backed by CHANGENOW you can now easilty send your cryptos from one chain to another!
or change BNB to BUSD or whatever you fancy to do! 

Remember it is ANON!! No one can track those funds.

0.4% of the exchange fees are redistributed to us. This will be used for Buybacks



NFTs
Get your own NFT from the Famous DaveyNakamoto, the twin-sister of the great Satoshi.

500 $DANA NFTs are waiting for you. But thats not all!
25% of every mint will be redistributed to the Holders!

25% will go into Development!
50% go into a JACKPOT! One lucky winner will win 5 BNB after they are sold out.

The more NFTs you mint, the more you Profit and the bigger is your chance to win the Jackpot.
And the best part: 1 $DANA NFT is only 0.02 BNB! 15 NFTs max per Wallet.

The Jackpot winner will be chosen at a live VideoCall in Telegram! 500 
Ducks, 1 winner for 5 BNB!

NFT FUTURE: Once sold out, we will work on a NFT Staking! Stake 
you NFT for BNB feeded from our Buy/Sell Taxes and other

income streams! 



DanaFans (working title)
DanaFans is a platform like the well known OnlyFans or Fansly.

So, its just a clone of an idea like everything else in crypto? 
NO NO NO

DanaFans is special! We focus on AI Generated content.
That means, everyone can create their (FSK18) Art and 

Make a profile for it! This is unique! And we all know how good
the AI generated Art can look. 

Also Humans can for sure sell their content.
But we are the only platform that strictly allow and support AI Adult Content!

Sure we accept also Hentai, Anime and Deepfake Art! 
But we have strict NO COPY rules.

We don’t allow content that is stolen from others.

DanaFans will work with all major Cryptos. So you dont even need a CreditCard to top up
your DanaFans wallet and spend it for Content. 

Content creators get 80% of their sales while 20% goes back into $DANA for buybacks and 
NFT Staking.



DNX-Bot
Our dnx.exchange will, also be available as a Telegram Bot.

Trade your cryptos easily and fast from within Telegram. 
Its also backed by ChangeNow, so its also totally safe and anonymously.

Also there is the same 0.4% of the Fees that is going towards buybacks and NFT staking.



Security
The whole Team of DaveyNakamoto $ DANA has done a

KYC with ICSA.

The contract was made with gentokens Token Factory,
Therefore, its also proven as save!

Liquidity is Locked and also the 20% of Tokens that weren’t 
sent to Pancakeswap for the lp-pool. Those tokens are reserved for future usecase. 

There are no team Tokens, no marketing Tokens, no partnership Tokens!
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